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Q&A
JEAN-JACQUES NDAYISENGA ’13 ON economics, giving back, and WHY THERE’S MORE TO Rwanda tHAN the movie
GERRY BOYLE ’78 INTERVIEW  JEFF POULAND Photo

Jean-Jacques Ndayisenga ’13 is Colby’s first
Rwandan student. He came to Mayflower Hill
after attending a United World College in Costa
Rica. Since he came to Colby he has traveled
across China and has done community service
work in New Orleans. Still, he continues to focus
on his goal: to use his economics training to help
Rwandans. He spoke with Colby editor Gerry
Boyle ’78.

So development economics?
I haven’t decided whether I’ll go into the
development field. I’m looking at connecting
business and development. A business mind
that’s not just about making the most profit,
but using that creative business mind to help
people. Creating jobs and doing something
that would branch out to other fields so many
people benefit.

It’s been three years since we interviewed
you. How have you been?
Colby has been great. Especially for me, it
feels like it’s not been just academics. Also
interacting with people, all of the things I do, I
am always learning. But it’s been also interesting how people react to me when I say where
I’m from.

Sounds like a plan.
So far it’s ideas. Hopefully one day a solution
will come.

How do they react?
In the beginning it was a surprise to realize how
people did know the negative side of what’s
happening in my country. But they had no idea
of what’s happening in good things, the progress after the problems.
They’d seen the movie and that’s it?
Yeah, pretty much. The first thing that comes
up is “I’ve seen Hotel Rwanda.” It’s nice sometimes when you see some people who have
actually been to Rwanda. They’re like, “Oh, it’s
incredible to see where the country has come
since the genocide, where we are now.” Those
kind of words keep me positive.
You’ve talked about poverty as the cause of
violence.
If I had the power to do something, I think poverty would be my biggest focus. When people
don’t have anything, they can be misled by anyone who will tell them, “I will give you this. I will
give you this.” And it’s easy to get jealous when
you realize your neighbor has something you
don’t have that you need. So I think poverty is
the root of many African problems.

How do you prepare?
I’ve taken international economics to understand the politics behind different countries.
I’m taking four more economics classes next
year, including economics of development.
And then?
It’s time to move on, to translate that into real
life and what’s happening at home and in other
places.
Move on to where?
Well, I want to go to business school first. Business schools want experience but I’m going to
apply and give it a try and see. If I get in, that
would be great. If I don’t … .
Speaking of real life, does studying here
sometimes seem too removed from the problems at home?
No, I think it makes me think about problems
at home because when I’m here I mostly see
the difference between here and home. There’s
always the thing in my mind: why is it that here
everything is perfect, most of the time, and
there, there are positive things happening but
there are so many things going really bad?
Do you come up with an answer?
I don’t think there’s a simple answer to that. I
tend to think the relationship between Africa

I tend to think the relationship
between Africa and the rest of the
world is different from the relationship
between other places.
and the rest of the world is different from
the relationship between other places. I was
listening to this video, Paul Collier, an economics professor at Oxford University, focusing on
African development. He says how we need
to start making African problems our own
problems. Because a few years from now our
grandchildren will be suffering from what’s happening in Africa. He gave an example of how after the Second World War, USA was doing good
compared to Europe, and USA had to intervene
because America knew that it was necessary
if it were to rise itself. Introducing the World
Bank, the IMF, sending troops to Europe—it
was a gain for both sides.
How do you apply that to Africa?
People look at Africa and say, this is a continent that is in need. But Africa is rich in natural
resources, which is the will behind most of the
people going to Africa. But that’s never the
cover pitch. I think part of the reason some
places are so unfortunate is how we consider
them. It’s better if we consider someone as a
partner, that we are both raising ourselves up.
Is all this daunting to you as one person?
I don’t think so. I think many people might say,
“Oh, I’m going to run away from this, make my
own life happy.” But I don’t think I’m the only
one who believes this issue must be looked at.
And I am sure there are so many other people
who want to go back home and take part in
making changes, like myself.
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Jean-Jacques Ndayisenga ’13, an economics major, hopes to return to Rwanda equipped to help with the country’s resurgence.
Do you ever think, how did I end up on such a
different path from most people at home?
I certainly think about it. This is a privilege that
very few people get. Not just from my home but
even in this country itself there are some people
not getting as good an education as I’m getting.
And you, in turn, educate people here about
Rwanda?
I will say something before I answer that question. I don’t think it’s a bad thing to know that
Rwanda had the war eighteen years ago. It happened. People should know that. But a couple
of friends, they said they had programs that
would take them to Rwanda and their parents
said, “Are you crazy? That’s not safe.” Even
the business minds get that kind of information. “You wouldn’t invest there. It’s risky.” You
haven’t gotten the real information.
The rest of the story, you mean.
Yes. You know Griffin Richard? He graduated
in ’08? He’s currently living in Rwanda. He’s
opening up a restaurant. That comes after
you’ve gotten to know the place and see the
progress there. That’s why sometimes I get
bothered that people only point at bad news.

So what is the good news?
The growth there is impressive. I think they
are growing at about eight percent yearly. The
country has managed to implement a health
system that each family pays six dollars a year,
and you can have access to free medication for
basic diseases like malaria.
Everyone?
Ninety percent of the population. Tourism is
growing. People who have gotten to know more
have started to invest in Rwanda. Many banks
are getting started in microfinance. Now we are
moving to having an East African community
where the five countries—Kenya, Tanzania,
Uganda, Rwanda and Burundi—will establish
one-region integration. It’s in the plans that
they will have one currency, one passport. And
the mobile phone system at home is very advanced. I can do so much more with my phone
at home than I do here. It’s incredible.
An East African EU.
Right. That’s a big improvement already happening. I was on a China trip last year. One thing that
made me even more optimistic was how most of
those cities in westernized regions in China are
things that you wouldn’t have seen in China thirty
or forty years ago. So you see this sudden improvement in development. I think there’s room
and potential for that growth to happen.

Would you like to be part of that?
I’d love to be part of that. It’s one thing I’m
passionate about. I would love to see someone
who wants to go to school go to school without
asking, ”Where do I get the school fees?
Where do I get clothing? Uniform? Books?”
When you look at home and just see the number of people who would have loved to go to
school but had no way to do it, it’s a big issue.
I know you’ve talked about your dad and his
wish for you to pursue your education. Do you
think of him when you’re here now?
Yes, I wish he was still alive.
His wish came true.
Yes, it did. And it’s great and I’m grateful for
that. He just wanted to make sure we knew he
was telling us the right thing to do.
Interesting, the path that life takes you on,
isn’t it?
Yes, it is. The path, it’s never straight.
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A Final Note
Machlin conducts farewell concert, Ending A 38-year run
Gerry Boyle ’78 story

Hieu Phan ’14 pHOTOS

Professor Paul Machlin’s final concert at Colby required months of rehearsals, meticulous planning—and one cortisone shot.
The performances of Haydn’s Creation oratorio April 28 and 29 in
Lorimer Chapel marked the end of Machlin’s 38-year career at the College. He conducted the Colby Chorale, the Colby-Kennebec Choral Society, and the Colby Symphony Orchestra for standing-room-only audiences
both nights, and the following week, sans baton, he underwent surgery to
repair his well-used right shoulder and arm.
After almost four decades, it was time for Machlin, the Arnold Bernhard Professor of Arts and Humanities, to take a final bow. “Before I
turned around [to face the audience] I looked at the chorus, and they were
all smiling,” Machlin said. “It was just wonderful.”
He said the same of his long career at Colby, where he arrived fresh
from the University of California, Berkeley. A graduate school advisor told
him to stay at Colby long enough to gain some conducting experience and
then move on to a university job.
Instead Machlin followed the path of his Colby mentor, Professor Peter
Ré, and pursued conducting and research. “I didn’t want to be one or the
other,” Machlin said. “I wanted to do both.”
He did that and more, switching his scholarly research emphasis from
Wagner to jazz, specifically Fats Waller and Teddy Wilson. He also wanted
to move the Colby Chorale in a new direction and in the process led it
on tours, beginning in California in 1987 and expanding to Europe and
South America. Legions of Colby singers performed in stunning venues in
Prague, Vienna, Buenos Aires, Córdoba, and elsewhere. Under Machlin’s
leadership the Colby Chorale performed in St. Peter’s Basilica in Rome,
singing at a high mass under the basilica’s historic dome. “The resonance
is just so amazing,” Machlin recalled. “The sound just goes into that dome
and swirls around itself and gets really beautifully mixed.”
Machlin’s students performed in grand venues but also in unlikely places,
like a hall in a small town outside of Buenos Aires for which Machlin chose a
repertoire of Argentine folk songs. Partway through the concert, members of
the audience began singing along, he recalled. “I remember these three older
men, tears streaming down their face. They didn’t let us go.”
One of the most gratifying aspects of his career, Machlin said, was providing students with “experiences that will last them for a lifetime. I covet
those memories for them because I share them in a sense.”
He said the chorale experience provided members with musical training, camaraderie, and the confidence that comes from meeting high standards. In turn, Machlin said, his students have given him “their energy,
their musical abilities, and often their friendships.”
“Every time I hear the Latin of the baccalaureate read, ‘No longer students but colleagues,’ I think, ‘That’s really true,’” Machlin said.
He said he will miss the chorus at Colby but at 66 was beginning to
find it hard to muster the energy needed to do multiple rehearsals at the
high level of the chorale.
It’s time for a change of direction, Machlin said. He plans to focus his
musical scholarship on Nat King Cole, who is known as a singer and en-

Professor Paul Machlin conducts a performance of Haydn’s Creation in
Lorimer Chapel, marking the end of Machlin’s Colby career.

“Every time I hear the Latin of the baccalaureate read, ‘No
longer students but colleagues,’ I think, ‘that’s really true.’”
—Paul Machlin
tertainer but was also an interesting and overlooked pianist.
Machlin said now he will be able to embark on his research without a
deadline and follow the subject where it takes him.
“I’ll miss my colleagues. I’ll miss the students. I’ll miss the great
things about rehearsing and performing,” Machlin said. “And who knows,
I may get a gig from time to time.”
For a multimedia presentation of Professor Paul Machlin’s last perfornamce
go to colbymag.com, keyword: Machlin
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“A Great Legacy as a Legendary Prof”
Tribute gives Wadsworth Professor of Economics James Meehan a reason to learn how to use Facebook
I am very grateful to have taken your microeconomic theory class. This course solidified my
interest in becoming an economics major and
forced me to think critically and write analytically. I very much enjoyed working as your
research assistant and interacting outside of
the classroom on a subject for which we both
have a passion. I look forward to reading the
final draft whenever the paper is completed.
Finally, thank you for the invaluable input during my internship search as well as the letters
of recommendation. I appreciate the advice
you offered me as I know it is backed by much
experience. —Charles Davis ’13

James Meehan retired last semester after
39 years at Colby. For many students it was
Meehan who introduced them to economics and
economists, as he taught the gatekeeper course
Microeconomic Theory. And while Meehan said
he was amazed by how much he learned from
his students (Professor of Economics David
Findlay says Meehan’s “humility index is off the
charts”), the posts on the Facebook page “A
Tribute to Professor James W. Meehan Jr.”
confirm that the converse was also true.
An unedited sampling:
Your microtheory class shaped me as student
of economics and instilled within me the work
ethic, motivation, and critical thinking skills
that will best serve me beyond Colby. I began
to connect concepts within the classroom to
articles I read in the newspaper and to work I
was doing for other classes, transforming my
interest in economics into a passion.
—Kelley Foster ’12

When I think back to being in your classes, my
strongest memory is that of continually being
challenged to actually think (ignore the split
infinitive— this isn’t an English lesson!). … You
pulled, pushed, cajoled, entertained and truly
exercised my brain. Just recalling this makes
my head hurt! Thanks for helping me to be a
better thinker. —Greg Mills ’80

Thank you for the most rigorous class of my
economics major :) You opened our minds and
challenged us and taught us to think that little
bit harder. —Anuradha Bhatnagar ’06

One of the great joys I’ve found in being an
economics major since working on your extracredit assignments is approaching almost all
curiosities outside of the classroom (anything
from car doors, to professional sports, to a
very memorable lesson with pretzel M&M’s)
with a fundamental basis in your countless
marginal cost curves that will forever be etched
on the dry erase boards on the first floor of
Diamond. —Becky Newman ’13

26

James Meehan, who retired as Wadsworth
Professor of Economics, shown early in his
39-year Colby career.
I never even had you as a professor but you
influenced my thinking and development in our
conversations at events, seminars and one on
one. That shows a commitment to the Economics Department and Colby community that is
pretty remarkable. You could have easily run
laps around me at any point and demonstrated
your superior knowledge but it’s clear your goal
was to bring out more ideas and cultivate more
interest from your students, while gently steering them to hone and work on those ideas. I
really appreciate that, and it certainly helped
make me like economic regulation, which I
have done for most of my career.
—Rob Gramlich ’91

Looking back all those years, I remain thankful
for all that you’ve done in helping me become a
proper economist.—Andrew Seltzer ’87

I could not have asked for a better class to
complete not only my economics major, but
also my Colby College career. Thank you for a
great semester of baseball and econ!
—Samantha Merriweather ’12

You have left a great legacy as a legendary
prof, and it’s hard to imagine how many students you have impacted. Thanks for getting
me personally off to a good start over 35 years
ago. Best wishes in your next chapter.
—Tim Hussey ’78

Thanks for the hardest yet most rewarding
start to college that I could have ever hoped
for. —Dhruv Chadha ’07

Financial Markets and Micro Theory were two of
the toughest and yet most interesting classes
that I took at Colby. Thanks to your instruction
and direction, however, they were not the two
lowest grades that I earned!
—Andrew Peterson ’08

When I told upper-class econ majors that I was
taking micro-theory with you, they all said it is
one of the most difficult courses in the department. I agree with them, but I indeed learned a
lot. —Siyang Xu ’13

I was blessed to have some fantastic professors at Colby, and of those, you were right at
the top. Know that you impacted many of your
students’ lives profoundly. —Jeff Farley ’88
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The Other Side of the Seine
Rosecrans Baldwin’s new book recounts his love-hate relationship with the City of Light
As the title of his new memoir suggests,
the latest book by Rosecrans Baldwin ’99 is
no rhapsodic recounting of the joys of fresh baguettes, big-legged wines, or sun glinting off the
Seine. Instead the book is a realistic and witty
look at working (not vacationing) in one of the
world’s most famous cities.
Hired at a Paris advertising agency, Baldwin
found his inability to communicate posed problems. “First day on the job, my French was not
super. I’d sort of misled them about that,” he
writes. The first stop-reading-to-laugh moment
happens just 13 pages in—an anecdote about
an absurdly misunderstood conversation between Baldwin and French friends at a party.
Baldwin is a wordsmith. His first line is simple but evocative: “The sun above Paris was a
mid-July clementine.” With his language rich with
metaphor and his identity so reliant on fluency,
Baldwin’s move to France took words out of his
mouth and reshaped his perceived personality:
Living in another language and speaking defectively, I could not be clever. At best, I was
genuine. Accidentally funny, but never funny
on purpose. Earnest, not savvy. I’d worked
this out, that it was difficult for me to influence other people’s impressions of me favorably when I didn’t speak the language well,
and apparently this was something I needed,
people having favorable impressions of me
based on what I’d said. So moving abroad
was not unlike psychoanalysis.
By day he pitched clients and worked with celebrities like Sean Connery and the Coppolas on
Louis Vuitton’s dime—uh, euro—and by night

Paris, I Love You But You’re
Bringing Me Down
Rosecrans Baldwin ’99
Farrar, Straus and Giroux (2012)

he and his wife, Rachel, explored nightclubs and
bonded with other Americans. But the Paris he’d
hungered for since childhood never truly evinced
itself. He describes rare transcendent moments, but the book generally chronicles frustrations, like how their landlord gradually added
construction projects in adjoining apartments

until the noise battered them from all sides.
The memoir gives the impression that the
couple ultimately left because Baldwin worked
too many hours and because his wife was alienated by Paris and at loose ends without funds
to continue French lessons. In an interview,
though, Baldwin says the decision was more
about urban life. “We were tired of big cities. We
were craving being back in the woods,” he said.
“We could’ve been in Mexico City and the same
feelings would’ve drawn us to leave.”
Today they live in Chapel Hill, N.C., where
he’s working on a second novel. His first was
You Lost Me There, which he wrote in Paris. The
scene in which he gets his first book deal shows
up in this memoir; he used the prearranged
code, “We need to get champagne,” to deliver
the news to Rachel. That 2010 novel was a New
York Times Book Review editor’s choice.
He credits English professors Peter Harris and
Ira Sadoff (for whom he “churned out some horrible poetry”) for teaching him the value of writing
daily. And he notes that Professor Cedric Bryant’s
class on Faulkner (Baldwin’s favorite at Colby) led
to an unforgettable perk. Baldwin sat next to one
of Faulkner’s few remaining family members at a
dinner, and “based on what I remembered from
Cedric’s teaching us about sanctuary in cold-ass
Waterville, Maine, I talked my way into a personal
tour of Rowan Oak.” There, at Faulkner’s Mississippi mansion, Baldwin got to peruse the phone
numbers scrawled on the pantry wall because the
novelist eschewed address books.
Clearly, listening to professors pays off—
sometimes in unexpected ways.
—Erika Mailman ’91

Collected from the Punjab, a thousand years of poetry
Nikky-Guninder Kaur Singh, the Crawford Family
Professor of Religious Studies, has written extensively of
her great affection for her homeland, the Punjab. In this
anthology she translates a thousand years of poetry
from the Punjab, including work drawn from a region
rent by linguistic divisions as its religions and cultures
separated. “This anthology brings them together again,”
Singh writes.
The collection covers the spectrum of writers from the
first Punjabi poet (Sheik Farid, 1175-1265) to feminist
author Amrita Pritam: “The ink in my pen is drying up/

Of Sacred and Secular Desire:
An Anthology of Lyrical Writings from the Punjab
Nikky-Guninder Kaur Singh (religious studies)
I.B. Tauris (2012)
Words from my lips are dying out;/The question raised by
your death,/Can only be answered by tears.”
Those works and the others that link them in Singh’s
book show the region’s character and language. The
book, says one reviewer, “is a most unusual combination
of extraordinary beauty and great scholarly importance.”
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A Trip to the West Indies—With Historical Baggage
Flesh-eating ants, water lettuce, fly-carriers,
mangroves, breadfruit trees, flamingos, and
alligators are a few of the populations, places,
and plants we encounter in Christopher Iannini’s Fatal Revolutions: Natural History, West
Indian Slavery, and the Routes of American
Literature. In plainspoken, meticulous, and
dramatic prose, Iannini, an assistant professor
of English at Rutgers University, illuminates the
intimate and intricate networks that brought together and advanced two seemingly unrelated
fields of power: natural history and the institution of slavery. Through this coalescence, the
“fundamental conditions” for literary traditions
in the Americas were set.
Iannini tells an explosive yet fluid story that
centers on the 18th-century colonial Caribbean. In this world, boundaries are porous.
Literature is more than fiction. It includes
science. The map of the Caribbean expands
beyond the archipelago to take in continental
territories like Virginia, the Carolinas, Louisiana, and Dutch Guiana. Nation-states and
empire-states fall away as central agents, and
the transnational and trans-imperial circuits
of the circum-Atlantic world emerge as major
forces forging the modern in the Americas.
These circuits, which mainly consist of
well- and little-known texts, take us around the

Fatal Revolutions: Natural History, West Indian
Slavery, and the Routes of American Literature
Christopher P. Iannini ’93
University of North Carolina Press (2012)
region. Rich analysis of Hans Sloane’s reflections on trekking in the Caribbean brings us to
Jamaica. Through him, we soak in heat, hear

tree frogs, watch black healers, unearth dead
humans, and experiment with decay. Clever
examination of William Bartram’s writings and
sketches sends us to Florida, a place where
growing antislavery sentiments overlap with the
cultivation of crops. From Thomas Jefferson’s
thoughts about meteorology, rebellion, and
race to John Audubon’s views on oppression
and birds, this book recovers how locations
like Saint-Domingue and events like the Haitian
Revolution profoundly shaped what Iannini calls
the “American Enlightenment.”
Fatal Revolutions teaches important lessons. It shows how scientific racism took root
through routes, and it sheds light on the ways
travel turned black bodies into specimens. It
reconnects words and deeds, dealing with the
presumption that saying and doing are different
forms of active engagement. Its excavation of
the ideologies influencing how people made
sense of edible things like rice and bananas
closes the gap between the natural and the
cultural. It works against the tendency to forget
the pivotal role of the West Indies in the world,
forcing us to confront the historical baggage
brought to and carried by the Caribbean.
—Chandra D. Bhimull
Chandra D. Bhimull is assistant professor
anthropology and African-American studies

A Firsthand Account of the Life of the Maine Lobster Fisherman
How did a London advertising strategist come
to write a book about lobstering in Down East,
Maine? In Christina Lemieux Oragano’s case, it’s
in her blood.
Oragano ’99 grew up in Cutler, Maine, a tiny
town and harbor just west of Eastport. Her father is a lobsterman, as was his father. Oragano
was her dad’s sternman when she was younger,
working 12-hour days, filling bait bags, banding
lobsters, cleaning the decks of the the family’s
boat, Christina Marie. After graduation the Colby
English major moved to San Francisco to begin How to Catch a Lobster
her advertising career, later settling and marrying in Down East Maine
in London.
Christina Lemieux
But even in London, Oragano wouldn’t—or Oragano ’99
couldn’t—shed her lobstering lineage. “I’m the The History Press (2012)
granddaughter, daughter, and sister of lobster
fishermen,” she said. “It’s part of my DNA.”
Her blog about lobstering was noticed by a book publisher, and her first
book is a comprehensive, authentic, and honest insider’s look at the life
of a Maine lobsterman.
There are autobiographical elements—a determined 10-year-old Oragano declaring she’d wanted to be a sternman like her older brother,

painting pot buoys and hanging them on a clothesline to dry, even the
happenstance meeting that jumpstarted her advertising career. (A yacht
limped into Cutler Harbor and Oragano’s father, after fixing the ailing engine, mentioned that his just-out-of-Colby and hard-working daughter was
in San Francisco looking for an advertising job. She had one with the
man’s advertising firm within a week.)
But this is more comprehensive primer than memoir. Oragano backs
up her firsthand experience with research, including perusing of the records kept by state marine-resources officials and a survey she sent to
200 lobster fishermen. “I wanted the fishermen to be as involved as they
wanted to be,” she said. “I wanted them to help me tell the story.”
The book covers the strategy involved (they don’t just plunk those
traps anywhere), the complexities of the market, the perils of the profession, the finer points of lobster-boat design, and even the unwritten
rules that lobstermen use to police their waters (they are strictly, if unofficially, enforced).
Oragano doesn’t overly romanticize the lobstering life, but she does
acknowledge that her survey showed that the vast majority of Maine lobstermen love their jobs—despite long hours, rugged weather, no small
danger, and financial uncertainty. “These men aren’t just the masters of
their ships;” Oragano writes, “they are the captains of their souls.”
Her book tells us how and why.
—Gerry Boyle ’78
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Fast Times
Walk-on Dom Kone sprints to two national championships

photo by matt Brown/NCAA Photos

It was spring 2009 and track coach Jared Beers ’01 got some exciting news from an unlikely source.
Former Colby track coach Jim Wescott called to say he’d heard from
his aunt that a track athlete named Dominique Kone (pronounced Coney) from Bucksport, Maine, was coming to Colby. Beers knew of Kone,
state champion in the 100-meter sprint, clocking a 10.99.
But other than sending a general letter (which got no response),
the coach hadn’t recruited Kone, who also played basketball. Until
Wescott’s phone call, Beers had no idea Kone was interested in Colby.
“I called him a dozen times before he ever called me back,” Beers said.
“I was just making sure he wanted to do track. He was making me sweat.”
And it wouldn’t be the last time.
Beers’s fingers were crossed as Kone ’13 made the basketball team
freshman year. And again, after the season ended, when he said his
body was too tired to run. “I told him to take a couple of weeks off and
think about it,” Beers said.
Kone did. Then he came out for indoor track for the first time ever
and won the NESCAC championship in the 100-meter. He gave up basketball as a sophomore, ran indoor track again, and qualified for nation-

Dominique Kone ’13 wins the 100m in 10.24 seconds in the 2012 NCAA
Division III Track and Field Championships in Claremont, California.

als in the 55-meter run. At the national DIII meet, Kone ran the fastest
time in the country, but then he injured his hamstring tendon in the
finals. This year he came back from the devastating injury as a junior to
win the national championship in the 60-meter run indoors. Two months
later Kone won the national championship in the 100-meter with a time
of 10.24, an Olympic-qualifier time.
Not bad for a walk-on.
“One of the greatest things about coaching at Colby—or frustrating
things—is that you can work your butt off, and we do, to find those people,” Beers said. “But every couple of years somebody just shows up.”
Almost never is it somebody like Kone, who, after his dominating
win in the 100-meter championship, seriously considered his coaches’
suggestion that they find another national meet for him to qualify for
the Olympic trials. “For somebody who’s a Division III runner to even be
talking about that is really exciting,” said assistant track coach Emily
Hacker, a former Bowdoin runner who worked with Kone last season.
In the end, Kone decided to stick with his plan and take an internship in environmental science instead. He’d done the math: he had
run the 16th-fastest college time in the 100-meter. Thirty-six sprinters would make the Olympic trials and that included the nation’s top
professionals. It wasn’t worth the risk, Kone said in an e-mail from his
research post in Virginia. Said Beers, “I think he made the right choice.”
Kone is in Virginia all summer, studying parasites in wild mice. (He
hopes it’s one of the steps to becoming a field biologist.) His academics are very important to him, a fact that hasn’t gone unnoticed. “It’s
great that he’s fast,” Beers said, “but he gets more respect from his
teammates for how hard he works in the classroom and the library.”
And yes, he’s fast. But he hopes to get faster.
Hacker said preparation for Kone’s senior year will emphasize work
in the weight room and building speed endurance on the track. “The
number-one priority is keeping him healthy,” she said.
Kone, in the mountains in Virginia, said he’s already working out,
following his coaches’ training plan. As soon as the season was over, according to Hacker, Kone said, “Okay. It’s time to get ready for next year.”
Said Beers, “Emily and I both think that he can absolutely run faster.
There’s enough to work on.”
—Gerry Boyle ’78
To read a Q&A with Dom Kone ’13 go to colbymag.com,
keyword: KoneQ&A

Women’s Lacrosse in NCAA’s
Women’s lacrosse made the NCAA DIII tournament quarterfinal round for the third straight
year, losing 7-5 to perennial rival and eventual
national champion Trinity. Ending the season at
15-3, the team was honored with four All-America selections, the most in NESCAC. Named to
the Intercollegiate Women’s Lacrosse Coaches

Assocation second team was Kate Pistel
’13, while Claire Donegan ’12, Kirsten
Karis ’14, and Lindsey McKenna ’14 were
named to the third team.
It was Pistel’s second All-America selection. She is one of the the team’s top scorers
and among its strongest defenders. Donegan

came back from a 2011 injury to rank second
in scoring for Colby. Karis was a standout in
her first season on defense, while McKenna
led Colby in scoring and ranked fifth in NESCAC
with 45 goals.
It was the Mules’ third consecutive season
with 15 wins.
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Managing @StateDept
Victoria Esser ’94 has her finger on U.S. government’s digital diplomacy
Mike Eckel ’93 story

eli meir kaplan pHOTOS

Is it really possible to explain in 140 characters
or less the policies of an institution with 19,000
employees, a $27-billion budget, and 250 locations
worldwide? Sure, says Victoria Esser ’94, the firstever deputy assistant secretary of public affairs for
digital strategy for the U.S. Department of State.
Since September Esser has been the point person
for making sure tweeting ambassadors stay on message, YouTubing diplomats are relevant, and Facebook
updates by envoys help advance the goals of the U.S.
government. Aside from a similar position at the White
House, hers is the only one in the U.S. government (as
far as she knows). “It’s a challenge and a privilege,”
she said. “I get excited to wake up every day and work
at the center of our foreign policy issues.”
Esser is charged with creating and managing digital strategy for the State Department. That includes
overseeing the department’s official social media
platforms, broadcast operations, and website. It’s an
outgrowth, she says, of what Secretary of State Hillary
Clinton dubbed “21st-century statecraft.”
“It’s a fancy way of saying that we’re using technology and networks and innovation to advance U.S.
interests around the world,” Esser said. “Technology
enables citizens around the world to have a direct
and real-time voice in the policy conversation—with
one another and with their government.”
Case in point: a series of photographs of Clinton
featuring witty captions on the microblogging site
Tumblr went viral earlier this year. (One shows Mitt
Romney purporting to write Clinton “Any Advice?” Clinton responds: “Drink.”) The photos, called Texts From
Hillary Clinton (at textsfromhillaryclinton.tumblr.com),
got so popular, including with Clinton, that the two
men responsible for them got an invitation for an inperson chat and photo op with the secretary of state.
“That seems to me to be a fascinating illustration of
the convergence of social media and public diplomacy,
though I realize it wasn’t exactly the result of some
policy decision by our office,” Esser said. “To me the
blog showed how the technology enables the sharing of
ideas across personalities and geographies.”
Esser came to the position last year after working in public relations and strategic communications.
She was a managing director for the Glover Park
Group—a major public affairs company in Washington, D.C.—and before that was vice president of
Robinson, Lerer & Montgomery, a strategic commu-
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TWEETS FROM @StateDept
StateDept
@StateDept

11 Jul

#SecClinton: I look forward to continuing
this partnership between our countries, the
U.S. and #Vietnam.
http://youtu.be/7buBkTVN0WA

StateDept
@StateDept

11 Jul

Two-way trade between the U.S. and
#Vietnam has grown from about $1 billion
in 2001 to almost $22 billion last year.
http://go.usa.gov/wH9

StateDept
@StateDept

10 Jul

Spokesperson Toria Nuland: We call on
Government of #Sudan to halt the violence
and respect the rights of its citizens.
http://go.usa.gov/w7U

AIUSA Women’s Rights
@AmnestyWomenRts

3 Jul

@StateDept More dangerous to be a woman
than a soldier in the DRC—support an
#ArmsTreaty to help stop sexual violence
in armed conflicts.
Retweeted by StateDept

StateDept
@StateDept

3 Jul

In case you missed it, photos from
#SecClinton’s meeting with Joint Special
Envoy Kofi Annan http://flic.kr/p/cpPcNU
#Syria

[State Department photo by Eric Bridiers/ Public Domain]

“Technology enables citizens around the
world to have a direct and real-time voice
in the policy conversation—with one another
and with their government.”
—Victoria Esser ’94
nications company. A native of Hingham, Mass., she
also includes a master’s degree from the Fletcher
School of Law and Diplomacy at Tufts on her curriculum vitae.
Esser travels outside the country about a quarter
of her working time, but she spends most of her time
in Washington, D.C., working with a 45-member team
crafting strategy for digital policymaking. She uses
an app called TweetDeck to monitor postings and updates on Twitter and Facebook. She is not, however,
one to spend her waking hours head down, staring
at an iPhone, oblivious to the world around her. To
excel in this position, she said, “You need to be able
to synthesize lots of complicated information at the
intersection of policy and press and digital media.
You need to understand the media environment and
to understand the issues and the landscape of the
world and put that together in a package.”
Since this is her first experience working in government, Esser says she did face a learning curve, particularly in dealing with the bureaucracy of the State
Department and the federal government in general.
And it’s taken time to get up to speed on the sheer
breadth of policy issues that the State Department is
constantly grappling with at near warp speed across 40
time zones. On Twitter alone, she said, there are 196
department-affiliated accounts, with an estimated 1.6
million followers.
While much of her work today stems directly from
the work she did in public relations and communications, Esser says the groundwork was definitely
laid while at Colby. The energy that government professors Anthony Corrado and G. Calvin Mackenzie
brought to government classes, she said, inspired
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Victoria Esser ’94 at the State Department in Washington, D.C. Esser
manages the department’s Twitter feed, with 196 affiliated accounts and
an estimated 1.6 million followers. At left, the TweetDeck on Esser’s laptop.
Social media, she says, is a new dynamic in international diplomacy.

her. Now faculty follow the changes that technology has brought to the
way government communicates.
Mackenzie, the Goldfarb Family Distinguished Professor of Government at Colby, said the U.S. State Department, through Esser’s office,
is trying to “broaden the arc of American outreach.” But Mackenzie also
noted that technology is always a double-edged sword.

“Each one widens the potential audience, but also expands the risk
of misinterpreted messages,” Mackenzie said in an e-mail interview from
Vietnam, where he was on a Fulbright fellowship. “Those who ask if this
[social media] is a good idea may operate under the illusion that we somehow have a choice of not using these technologies. But technology drives
our choices then takes them away. Could we not use telephones or radio
or television once they reached critical mass? Only at our peril. And so it
is with the newer social technologies. They may seem like silliness at first.
But soon they’ve become central forms of human interaction. Avoid them
and you’re sure to miss something important.”
The immediacy and speed with which information bounces around the
world and echoes and is amplified makes it easy to step on people’s toes.
For example, Michael McFaul, U.S. ambassador to Russia, has been an
avid user of Twitter, but he has gotten himself in trouble by Tweeting commentary a bit too blunt for diplomatic niceties.
“When you have that real-time engagement, you know there can be
instances where you wish you put a period here or there and you wish you
had said something slightly differently. ...,” Esser said. “It’s different from
our traditional diplomatic engagement. You’re still choosing your words
carefully, but it’s a not a formal communiqué that’s going out. It does create a different dynamic.”
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The Power of Privilege
Students become collaborators in study of affluence and education
Stephen Collins ’74 story

JEFF POULAND pHOTOS

Last February, at the first meeting of the
course Social Class and Schooling, Associate
Professor of Education Adam Howard unveiled his
plan. All 23 students were going to be his collaborators on a book about privilege and educational
achievement. Publication all but guaranteed.
The opportunity? Each student would get
coauthor credit on a research-based social science book. The cost? A boatload more work
than anyone signed up for when they registered
for Education 322.
Howard made his expectations clear and
suggested that those not up to the challenge
should drop the course then and there. Nobody bailed.
Four months later, with results of the semester’s work in hand, Howard was getting up
early to work on the book, more excited about
the project than ever. Students said they worked
harder, learned more, and got far more out of
the course than they had anticipated.
Howard, who studies the role of social class
in education, has taken a different tack than
most scholars in that field. Instead of focusing
on the challenges faced by underprivileged students, he researches and writes about affluent
youth. He goes beyond the dominant narrative—
that privilege is only about the advantages that
one group has over another—to research privilege as a part of someone’s identity.
Privilege isn’t a commodity, it’s a way of understanding oneself and others and it affects
how we act, he maintains. Howard’s previous
books are Learning Privilege: Lessons of Power
and Identity in Affluent Schooling, which he published in 2008, and Educating Elites: Class Privilege and Educational Advantage, published in
2010, which he coedited.
This year he got his class to help research
the next book by conducting interviews with
high school students from affluent families
around the country. Their goal was to tease out
how social inequalities are created and maintained—how a privileged teenager’s identity
development results in advantages in school
and in life.
One of the themes the student researchers
found is a correlation between the subjects’

In his course on the role of social class in education, Associate Professor of Education Adam Howard
asked students to become coauthors for a book about how privilege works in schooling.

“It gave you a different sort of motivation
because it was no longer just for a grade.
It was for distributing research in the real
educational literature stream.”
—Anna Caron ’13
economic status and their confidence, and
Howard says that link may become the focus
of the book.
Along the way, Colby students learned how
high the standards are for social science research, how hard an editor (Howard, in this
case) will push a writer, and how important it is

to get it right when what you’re writing is going
to end up in a book.
“It gave you a different sort of motivation because it was no longer just for a grade,” said
Anna Caron ’13. “It was for distributing research
in the real educational literature stream.”
As he planned the research, Howard recognized that his students at Colby could play a critical role in helping to formulate and ask questions. Unlike their professor, who grew up poor
in rural Kentucky, many of his students came
from privileged circumstances. They had the social and cultural capital to know the world they
were about to study, how to frame the questions
and interpret the results.
The Colby students’ understanding of the
topic and the literature on social class and educational achievement was the primary goal of
the course. “We spend a significant amount of
time trying to wrap our minds around this notion of social class, because you want to make
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In the education course Social Class and Schooling, Annie Chen ’12, Hillary Rowse ’12, and Andrew Rhoads ’14 (left to right) consult as they review
transcripts and prepare to write up findings from their interviews with a secondary school student from an affluent background.
it about more than just money,” Howard said.
But the goal of turning the research into a
book raised the stakes and the standards.
“They were traumatized,” Howard said, recalling
when he outright rejected first drafts that were
22 pages long. “They got over it. ... They produced good work.”
The work continues. Howard will interview
an affluent high school student in Malaysia this
summer, and two of the students who graduated in May are listed in the catalogue as research associates so they do additional interviews. Howard, the lead author, will also write
about the experience of the Colby students
“negotiating privilege” (a working title for their
book) —seeing their own circumstances in a
different light as they gained insights into how
social class works in society.
Howard noted the Colby students saying
things like, “Wow. When I was interviewing these
people, I was thinking about myself.” Just the

type of epiphanies he hoped for. “It connected.
Better and more so than I expected.”
Which isn’t to say all the Colby students
came from privilege. Caron, a rising senior,
talked about her experience growing up in an
underprivileged, single-parent family in New
Hampshire and later Houlton, Maine. Her mother struggled, working three jobs to support four
children, all of whom are now in college, “All four
on financial aid,” she said. “I’m on the fullest
financial aid you can get at Colby.”
“One of the themes we found in all five of the
subjects [the high school students they interviewed]” Caron said, “was, ‘If you work hard you
will succeed.’” The privileged students consistently said that people have what they deserve
based on how hard they have worked, ignoring
all evidence of how affluence provides access to
elite preparatory education, which leads to the
best colleges, which leads to privilege in subsequent generations.

She was struck by the uniformity of that view
among privileged people—the research subjects and her fellow Colby students as well. “It
was like it was rehearsed almost. The same answers. And everyone had a certain confidence in
how they talked about privilege.”
Enthusiasm for the project didn’t abate with
the end of classes. Howard said nine students,
many of them 2012 graduates, want to present
their research at national conferences with him.
And he was not only confident of getting a
prestigious publisher, he looked forward to the
impact of the research. “Private-school teachers—they’re going to use this book,” he said.
“What we hope for is that it influences practices.”

To view video of Adam Howard speaking at the
Antioch College “Future of Education Series”
go to http://antiochcollege.org/media/video/
education_series_adam_howard.html
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Colby College
Bicentennial Tour 2012-13

This year Colby will hold a
number of special events to
mark the close of our second
century and the beginning
of our third. And while we
hope you will be able to
join us in Waterville, we will
also take the bicentennial
celebration to a city near
you. Speakers include
President William D. Adams,
former President William
R. Cotter, College Historian
Earl Smith, and others. Look
for more information as the
celebration begins this fall.

Waterville
October 19-20, 2012
Bicentennial Launch: Special
celebrations on campus and in
downtown Waterville

Chicago, Illinois
November 7, 2012

Denver, Colorado
November 8, 2012

Atlanta, Georgia
November 28, 2012

Honolulu, Hawaii
January 17, 2013

Sarasota, Florida
January 22, 2013

West Palm Beach, Florida
January 24, 2013

Waterville
February 27, 2013
Campus bicentennial celebration
commemorating the date Colby was
chartered, with a special address by
President William D. Adams

Boston, Massachusetts
February 28, 2013

San Francisco, California
March 5, 2013
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Seattle, Washington
March 7, 2013

Washington, D.C.
March 14, 2013

New York, New York
April 3, 2013

Hartford, Connecticut
April 25, 2013

Philadelphia, Pennsylvania
May 6, 2013

Portland, Maine
May 9, 2013

Reunion Celebrations
June 6 through 9, 2013

London, England
September 12, 2013

Providence, Rhode Island
October 1, 2013

Houston, Texas
November 4, 2013

Dallas, Texas
November 5, 2013

Los Angeles, California
November 7, 2013
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